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Industry Council climate position

The Industry Council supports and acts on helping to deliver the 

objectives of the Paris Agreement on Climate Change.

The Industry Council supports implementation of effective measures      

consistent with the upper limit of ambition set out in the Paris Agreement, 

namely limiting the increase in global temperatures to                                              

1.5 degrees centigrade above pre-industrial levels.                                                   

We believe this means achieving a world of net zero emissions by 2050.



England Northern Ireland Scotland Wales

Four (yes, FOUR) ‘Member States’ govern on resources policies in UK



UK’s four Packaging EPR models in its 2019 consultation



Article 8a:  define clear roles and responsibilities of all relevant actors



Article 8a:  an EPR reporting system

What we currently have is clunky, not sufficiently joined-up, and creates different drivers for the sectors

Local councils have non-statutory targets and the Waste Data Flow reporting system

Obligated producers have statutory targets and the National Packaging Waste Database reporting system



Article 8a:  EPR necessary funding for cost-efficient services



Some timescales – impacts on implementation of EPR and DRS?

By 5 July 2020 Transposition of EU Directives on circular economy package

April 2021 DRS in Scotland up and running

6 May 2021 Scottish Govt and Welsh Assembly elections

Sometime in 2022 Plastics Packaging Tax

By 5 January 2023 Compliance with EPR requirements

[Insert date] General Election

What do these timescales mean for setting-up implementation of EPR and DRS?



Principles are good – but value chain agreements on the detail are even better.

1. All sectors needs to shift in some ways (and some parts within sectors more than others) because: -

o Packaging formats are sometimes sub-optimal for the best recycling outcomes;

o Recycling collections are sometimes sub-optimal for the best recycling outcomes; and

o Recycling sorting facilities are sometimes sub-optimal for the best recycling outcomes.

2. Packaging reforms and recycling collections reforms must dovetail so that: -

o Money raised by the system needs to stay within the same system to spend on the parts that need it;

o Substantial new funding must help turbo-boost recycling performance towards, and past, 65%+; and

o The packaging value chain must transparently determine necessary costs and cost-efficient services.

3. The new system must ‘stay the course’ for 20 years or more, which means: -

o UK-wide common systems will drive optimal finances, operations, infrastructure and outcomes;

o Systems are easy to understand, use, maintain and change for businesses, councils, recyclers, regulators, governments;

o The whole value chain must engage effectively;  don’t ‘disagree by accident’; and

o We create and maintain substantial citizen support across the UK – we need a truly ‘national recycling culture’.

Our ideal state:                 
eradicate sub-optimal



‘Thank you’.
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